Enhance your global security through training

Create a true security culture within your company through IT/OT security awareness training. Our modular and specific IT/OT security awareness measures help you and your employees to become more aware of data and IT systems.

The benefits of IT/OT security awareness training for your employees:

- Better understanding of how to recognise and avoid security risks
- Better knowledge of how to sensitively handle data
- Improved understanding of how to use sensitive devices properly to better your IT/OT systems while safeguarding your assets

New synergies thanks to awareness training

Knowing how to correctly deal with IT/OT security also means minimising IT/OT failures while at the same time meeting compliance requirements and building synergies between existing security measures.

In addition to improved protection of your assets, you will also achieve greater protection against data theft and sabotage. The protection of critical business processes is also significantly increased because users know about the security risks.

Our comprehensive concept consists of:

- Awareness sessions with live-hacking
- Cyber security exercises such as incident games or live exercises
- Hands-on-workshops on our CyberRange
**IT/OT Security Awareness**

Our training sessions and methods are part of a target group-oriented approach:

- **IT/OT Users**
- **Management**
- **IT/OT Experts**

Enhance your global security through training

---

**Workshop & Role Play: GDPR**

**Live-Hacking**

**Printed Media**

**Cyber Incident Games**

**Workshop: Insider Stories**

**Special Presentations**

**Role Play: Understanding Cyber Security Business**

**SecDevOps Assessments**

**Cyber Defence Games**

**Cyber Security Exercises**

**CyberRange Trainings**

Your employees will be actively involved in all training sessions. You will take on different roles and also imitate the attacker. This is how you will quickly and intensively learn by doing and implement the acquired knowledge.

We offer standard training and can also develop specific training with you to achieve your company training goals.

Our modular offer can be easily integrated into existing awareness campaigns and running measures.

With this concept your security measures will be seen as «enablers» and not «blocking points», resulting in your company being protected from potential damage caused by cyber-attacks.

Contact us for more information.
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